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To investigate the bearing capacity of dam on landslide talus at Minomata 
Valley in Fukui Pref.， penetration test has been carried out and at the same 
time several soi1 tests have been practiced exact1y in our laboratory. Relations 
between the bearing capacity of landslide talus and its soi1 properties are 
conc1uded as follows， 
(1) Soi1 samples are very well graded sandy loam mixed with gravel， and 
they have either properties of sand or si1ty c1ay. 
(2) The coefficient of permeabi1ity is very small value of lo-7cm/sec， and the 
compression index Cc is 0.0858 at normal consolidation and 0.0652 at overcon-
solidation. The coefficient of consolidation Cv is 1.1 X 10-3 cm2/sec. 
These phenomena influence the characteristics of shear strength， that is， the 
bearing capacity of check dam and the sett1ement analysis of foundation. 
(3) The angle of internal friction cp shows 42 degrees at normal consolidation 
owing to the well interlocking of sands and gravels. But， at overconsolidation， 
cp decreases to 38 degrees and apparent cohesion C is occured by si1ty c1ay. 
The coefficient of bearing capacity Nc， Nr and Nq depend on these character-
istics of shear strength. 
(4) At normal consolidation， Dunham's equation proves to be correct. But 
it must be modified as eq. (3) in this paper at the state of overconsolidation. 
(5) The bearing capacity decreases owing to the eccentric and inc1ined loads， 
and the situation of dam on the slope of valley. And the calcu1ation of bearing 
capacity of dam under construction must be obeyed the resu1ts of unconsolidated 











































































































N 値 1N' 値 1 D叫
加 17.5 39.5 32.5 35---40 
30 22.5 41.4 33.2 35"-'40 
























































































































































































































































































































































は，Cd '-;: c' = 6tl rf ，ゆd=ゆ'=38度であり，許容支
持カqaは46.8tlm2をえた。一方，載荷重が増して正規
庄密状態ではどと~ 0，ゆ'==42度 となるので qaは









非排水強度 Cuで設計するo この場合，支持力 qdは，
Tschebotarioff・.Wilsonの式9)を修正して次式で与え
られる口
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